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Abstract
Emergent reperfusion therapies have improved acute ischemic stroke prognosis, but many patients are still bound 
to bad clinical outcome, probably because of our incomplete knowledge of its pathophysiology. Thanks to 
mechanical thrombectomy, occluding material is available for histological analysis. Several studies investigated the 
possible relationship between thrombus composition and clinical, procedural, and radiological variables of acute 
ischemic stroke. The potential value of thrombus analysis as a tool for clinical practice and research is still not 
defined, as data from the literature are heterogeneous and sometimes conflicting. We propose a review of the 
existing literature regarding histological analysis of thrombi in acute ischemic stroke. We classified articles on clot 
composition according to the clinical variable explored in each study. We first distinguished articles about etiology, 
procedural, and radiological variables, and then we performed a subclassification for each group. This review could 
help both in the interpretation of thrombus analysis in clinical practice and in its usage for future research.
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INTRODUCTION
Mechanical thrombectomy (MT) represents a milestone in the field of acute ischemic stroke (AIS) therapy 
thanks to its demonstrated beneficial effect over a large portion of patients, who were otherwise bound to 
high rates of poor functional outcome[1].Nonetheless, AIS remains a leading cause of disability and the 
second cause of death worldwide[2]. About 30% of technically successful MTs are classified as futile 
recanalization, i.e., complete reperfusion without good clinical outcome[3]. The reasons for clinically 
unsuccessful therapeutic interventions on AIS are not totally understood, probably because of our imperfect 
knowledge of AIS pathophysiology.

Besides their therapeutic effect, endovascular treatments made it possible to analyze thrombotic material 
responsible for large vessels occlusion. Although in the past years several researchers focused their work on 
the study of clots composition in AIS, we are far from a routine usage of thrombus histology analysis in 
clinical practice, as both the required analysis and their relationship with clinical and radiological variables 
are not standardized[4]. However, the existing evidence outlines that cerebral artery occlusion is a 
multifactorial process which involves the source of the occluding material, the site of occlusion, 
comorbidities, inflammatory state, and even the recanalization procedure itself[5].

The aim of this review is to provide an overview of the present status of the analysis of thrombi from 
occluded intracerebral arteries, with its possible implications in terms of research and clinical practice.

We conducted a systematic search on PubMed and Ovid MEDLINE online databases with the following 
keywords: stroke, thrombus, clot, histology, and thrombectomy. Among the results of our research, we 
excluded studies in which histological analysis was not performed. The selected articles were classified 
according to the relationship between histology and stroke etiology, procedural variables, or radiological 
characteristics. Articles that do not fit any of the abovementioned categories are collected in the paragraph 
about the relationship between thrombus histology and other clinical variables.

We distinguished different subgroups for each main group. The literature about AIS etiology is divided 
according to the histological analysis performed in each study: red blood cells, fibrin and platelet content, 
thrombin activity, inflammatory cells and markers, macroscopic aspect and structure of the thrombus, and 
microbiological analysis. As for endovascular procedures, we separate the studies into those discussing 
recanalization rates and those regarding procedural complication. Articles exploring correlation between 
clots and neuroimaging are classified depending on the neuroimaging technique used by researchers 
[Figure 1].

HISTOLOGICAL ANALYSIS OF THROMBUS AND ACUTE ISCHEMIC STROKE 
ETIOLOGICAL SUBTYPE
As stroke investigators started studying thrombus composition, the scientific community provided 
recommendations on how to perform the histological analysis[6]. According to the international study 
group, quantification of red blood cells (RBCs) and fibrin should always be included, and it is also 
recommended to look for platelets (PLT), white blood cells (WBCs), and von Willebrand factor (VWF)[6]. 
Based on our literature, studies including the main composition of clots, mainly RBCs, PLT, and fibrin, 
comprised the largest group, with a total of 33 clinical studies.

Red blood cells, fibrin, and platelets content in thrombus
In 21 articles, researchers attempted to find a correlation between RBC, PLT, and fibrin contents and stroke 
subtypes. According to seven studies, thrombi retrieved from cardioembolic (CE) strokes showed 
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Figure 1. Flow chart presenting the research database and the number of included studies. AIS: Acute ischemic stroke; RBC: red blood 
cell; PLT: platelet; NCCT: non-contrast computed tomography; CTA: computed tomography angiography.

significantly lower RBC content or higher fibrin content and platelet count compared to other 
etiologies[7-14]; two studies collected data from more than 100 patients[8,9]. Interestingly, one study compared 
histological analysis of retrieved thrombi with that of atherosclerotic plaques and found high RBC content 
in both when specimens were retrieved from patients with AIS from large artery atherothrombosis (LAA). 
The same study also found that specimens from valvular heart disease and those retrieved from patients 
with CE stroke both had a significantly higher fibrin content as compared to thrombi from other 
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etiologies[10].

Khismatullin et al.[14] studied the morphology of clot components in addition to the quantitative analysis 
and found that CE thrombi, compared to those from LAA, more frequently contained enlarged platelets 
(named balloon-like platelets), which are believed to be a sign of platelet activation. Furthermore, the 
distribution of components seems to be different in the various stroke subtypes: platelets organized in 
peripheral patterns in LAA strokes, while they are in clustered patterns in CE ones[15].

Three studies reported that CE events and cryptogenic strokes (CS) have a similar thrombus 
composition[7,9,10], suggesting that thrombus histology could help redefine stroke etiology in CS patients. 
This might be useful, considering that CS accounts for about 30% of all AIS and is still a major unresolved 
issue as regards secondary prevention therapy.

Contrary to the abovementioned studies, one large study on 105 patients found a higher percentage of 
platelet content in strokes from LAA compared to those from CE source; moreover, clots from CS were 
found to be similar to the ones from the LAA group[16]. In line with these findings, in another study on a 
smaller cohort of 37 patients, higher RBC and lower fibrin content clots were found in CE strokes rather 
than in other stroke subtypes[17]. Although the results from Fitzgerald et al.[16] might seem in contrast with 
previous ones, the authors commented that in their analysis platelets were counted separately from fibrin, 
while other protocols considered them together.

Recently, an attempt to create a predictive scale for stroke etiology has been done, by combining the type of 
occlusion (branching site vs. truncal type), pattern of platelet distribution in thrombi, and entity of carotid 
atherosclerosis in a four-point scale. After the validation of the scale named BOCS2, scores > 2 had a high 
sensitivity (93.5%) and specificity (100%) in predicting CE strokes[15].

Hence, more data from larger cohorts of patients and more uniformity among histological analysis 
protocols are needed, to better compare literature data and finally use clot histology for ethiopatogenic 
classification in clinical practice. Importantly, available data highlight how the classic concept of “white” 
and “red” thrombi, attributed, respectively, to atherothrombotic and cardioembolic strokes[18], needs to be 
reconsidered in a multifactorial disease as AIS.

Thrombin activity in thrombus
Looking for alternative methods to determine occluding clot origin, one study analyzed thrombin activity 
trends in thrombi retrieved from patients divided into 5 groups according to etiology of AIS. Thrombin 
activity was measured by a fluorometric assay quantifying the cleavage of the synthetic peptide substrate, 
after serial washes of thrombotic material[19]. Researchers found a significant difference between patterns 
from patients with atrial fibrillation and those with LAA stroke, respectively, with decreasing and steady 
trend of thrombin activity. Interestingly, no difference was found in terms of RBC and platelet content. The 
authors suggested that thrombi from low-flow cardiac chambers would still be rich in thrombin after 
retrieval, while this is readily washed out during in vitro processing. On the contrary, LAA thrombi would 
be intensively washed out by high arterial flow on plaques; consequently, after retrieval, their thrombin 
activity remains steady during in vitro processing. Although this was a pilot study with a small sample of 
patients, it gave innovative insight into clot analysis.
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Inflammatory cells and markers in thrombus
Cerebral arterial thrombosis is a complex process which involves inflammation cascade activation 
immediately after vessel occlusion, contributing through different pathways to both brain damage and 
protection[20]. Clot analysis therefore revealed the presence of inflammatory cells and mediators in their 
composition; this was already evident in one study on MT that showed prevalent T-cell and monocyte 
contents in red thrombi and higher VWF in white ones[21]. Ten studies looked for a relationship between 
WBCs detected in retrieved thrombi and stroke subtypes[9-13,16,17,22-24]. Boeckh-Behrens et al.[9,23], 
Sporns et al.[22] reported higher WBC content, detected with hematoxylin and eosin staining, in CE strokes 
compared to other subtypes; in one case, even thrombi from unknown source showed higher WBCs 
compared to non-CE ones[22]. WBC populations were explored through immunohistochemistry in two 
studies, and high percentages of CD3+ cells were found in LAA strokes[24]. In a recent study, analysis of 
WBC populations in thrombi showed that clots from LAA had higher content of monocytes, while 
eosinophils were detected more frequently in the case of CE strokes and clots from CS had more T and B 
cells compared to other AIS subtypes[25] The role of inflammation in AIS pathogenesis is also supported by 
the evidence from the same study of a higher WBCs content in AIS thrombi compared to the ones retrieved 
after coronary arteries occlusion[25].

First identified for their role in the innate immune response[26], neutrophil extracellular traps (NETs) are 
made up of fibrin networks of extracellular DNA born from the association of decondensed chromatin, 
histones, and granule proteins released by neutrophil[27]. NETs’ role was first investigated in both arterial 
and venous thrombosis from different body districts. A study on AIS identified NETs as prominent 
extracellular nucleic acid-rich areas on thrombi stained with hematoxylin and eosin and immunostained for 
citrullinated histone H, which is a marker of NETs. Investigators found that both neutrophils and NETs 
were common in specimens; moreover, NET content was almost doubled in clots from CE origin[27]. 
Savchenko et al.[28] assumed that NETs are involved in thrombus formation in the condition of stasis, in 
agreement with the previous evidence of NETs in venous thrombi. Involvement of NETs in AIS was also 
confirmed recently by one study comparing AIS thrombi with clots retrieved after acute myocardial 
infarction, which identified NETs in all stroke cases but only in 20% of the coronary artery occlusions[25]. 
Moreover, clots from LAA had lower numbers of NETs than those of CE and unknown etiology strokes[25]. 
The contrasting results from different studies on thrombus histology might be in part a consequence of the 
semiquantitative methods used to define thrombus composition. The quantification of thrombus content 
through specific assays may represent a more accurate analysis. A French group used specific assays for 
heme, DNA, and glycoprotein VI to quantify, respectively, RBCs, WBCs, and platelets in clots from AIS 
patients. Their results show how CE cases were richer in DNA, which in thrombi derives mostly from 
WBCs or possibly NETs[29]. Moreover, the same study highlighted a potential diagnostic value of DNA 
content quantification and DNA/GPVI ratio in thrombi for the differentiation of AIS etiological subtypes[29].

One case report about thrombus histological analysis in a patient with antiphospholipid syndrome is worth 
being mentioned. The described patient was diagnosed as having Libman-Sacks embolic stroke. The 
thrombus showed acellular homogeneous eosinophilic hyalinized collagenous tissue and widespread 
staining for IgG, C1q, C3, and IgA, while bacteriological and fungal staining resulted negative[30]. This 
represents an interesting example of the diagnostic usage of retrieved thrombi in AIS from rare etiologies.

Macroscopic aspect and structure of thrombus
Two studies found an association between clot macroscopic characteristics and stroke etiology. In the first 
one analyzing sample colors, white thrombi were found to relate with atypical stroke etiology[31]. In the 
second study, researchers measured clot area and found LAA thrombi to be significantly larger and richer in 
RBCs as compared to other etiologies[13].
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Focusing on fibrin structure, a recent study reported the major prevalence of the fibrillar type of fibrin 
rather than fibrin sponge in LAA thrombi, while in CE cases mostly fibrin bundles were found[14]. In 
particular, according to the age-dependent staining of fibrin[32], the fibrin from CE clots was mainly of the 
“young type”[14]. Conversely, another small study classified thrombi according to fibrin structure and did not 
find any significant association of thrombus organization with stroke subtypes[33].

Microbiological analyses of thrombus
Four articles focused on bacterial detection in thrombi retrieved after mechanical thrombectomy[34-37]. In the 
largest series, clot were systematically studied including Gram and Gomori thrichrome staining; bacteria 
were detected in four of 65 specimens, in two of which endocarditis was evident[35]. A small case series[34] and 
one case report[36] on patients with diagnosed endocarditis showed bacterial detection in thrombi, suggesting 
that it might help in the choice of antibiotic therapy. Despite the scarce data, it is advisable to include 
bacterial staining in the histological analysis of thrombi.

Inflammatory state and bacteremia contribute to increase stroke risk[38,39]. On this basis, a study searched 
bacterial DNA on clots retrieved after MT. The result was that 84% of the analyzed thrombi contained 
bacterial DNA, especially from Streptococcus mitis, typically found in the oral cavity[40]. Actually, these data 
do not provide any causative link between oral bacterial infections and AIS but stress the role of chronic 
infections and inflammation in enhancing thrombosis in AIS.

CORRELATION BETWEEN THROMBUS HISTOLOGY AND ENDOVASCULAR PROCEDURE
Recanalization rates
As to procedural features, studies focusing on thrombus composition outlined mainly its relationship with 
procedural times, number of passages, recanalization rates, and possible periprocedural complication.

Successful reperfusion, defined as a final Thrombolysis in Cerebral Infarction (TICI)[41] score 2b-3 after 
mechanical thrombectomy is an established prognostic factor for patients with AIS from LVO. Most studies 
focusing on procedural success report higher rates of complete recanalization in the case of occlusions due 
to RBC thrombi and lower rates of complete recanalization when platelets and fibrin (FP) are the main 
components[16,42-44]. Retrieval of platelet-rich thrombi might be troublesome because of their friction 
properties[45] and stiffness, as an in vitro model showed that platelets provoke fibrin network remodeling 
leading to higher clot density[46]. Moreover, platelet-rich areas in thrombi include complex and dense 
structures of fibrin packed with DNA and VWF, as compared to RBC-rich areas which have a thin fibrin 
structure[47]. Lower recanalization rates might be the direct consequence of the longer and more complex 
procedure during the retrieval of FP-rich clots.

One study on clot analogs showed that stent retrievers required more time to reach greater indentation 
depth in these clots (the majority of clot integration occurring after 3 min)[48]. Weafer et al.[48] showed that 
strut indentation depends on the ratio between fibrin and cells in the thrombus; when the former is 
prevalent, stent retrievers catch clots through fibrin stretching, while, in RBC-rich thrombi, the main 
mechanism of action of stent retrievers is fibrin rupture.

It should be recalled that all data about thrombus composition and recanalization are unavoidably 
incomplete, as the composition of thrombi from failed procedures (TICI 0-1), which means not retrieved 
clots, is unknown.
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Most frequently, RBC-rich thrombi were reported to be retrieved in shorter duration procedures requiring 
fewer passages[8,49,50], while fibrin-rich clots seem to be related to more passages and therefore longer times 
for removal. This would be in agreement with in vitro studies outlining the greater stiffness of fibrin-rich 
thrombi[51]. Moreover, it has been reported that fibrin content relates to higher clot friction properties on 
experimental surfaces and animal vessel walls[45]. One study on cadavers reported how aspiration devices 
need more passes to achieve complete ingestion of fibrin-rich clots[52]. Hence, the identification in 
emergency imaging of this kind of thrombi (see below) could help to choose the best devices for the 
procedures and the shorten time of recanalization.

One study including 108 AIS patients found that higher content of NETs in clots correlated significantly 
with longer procedure and the need for more passes before recanalization[53]. Moreover, ex vivo experiments 
from this latter study targeting NETs through recombinant DNAse 1 administration showed an accelerated 
r-TPA-mediated thrombus dissolution[53]. NETs, thanks to their DNA and histone contents, might modify 
fibrin structure of occluding material in thrombotic processes, making it more resistant to pharmacological 
and mechanical retrieval[54]. This latter evidence makes NETs a potential therapeutic target for future 
studies.

Procedural complications
Thrombus behavior during reperfusion therapies seems to depend on its composition. In particular, 
researchers reported how a higher percentage of RBCs and a shorter length at histological analysis are 
consistent with thrombus migration before mechanical thrombectomy[55-57], i.e., a more distal clot location at 
digital subtraction angiography as compared to location on emergent CT or CTA. Clot migration could be 
the consequence of lower friction properties of RBC-rich thrombi[45].

The choice of the correct device before endovascular procedure is highly important and should theoretically 
consider thrombus properties. Secondary embolism (SE) is a possible complication of mechanical 
thrombectomy, which implies fragmentation of the thrombus with occlusion of distal branches, hardly 
reachable with endovascular devices, and lower reperfusion rates. According to one study, a higher 
percentage of fibrin and a lower one of RBCs in clots are significantly associated with SE[8]. On the contrary, 
a more recent study found RBC-rich clots to be correlated with SE[58], and a similar trend had been reported 
in a previous study[59]. Although the authors claimed that the different histological techniques might 
influence these contrasting results, it should be considered as well that, while in the series from 
Sporns et al.[8] stent retrieving was the prevalent technique, contact aspiration was widely used in the study 
by Ye et al.[58]; hence, different approaches might have influenced the rates of SE. From the abovementioned 
data on clot analogs, it was evident that stent retrievers show greater strut indentation in RBC-rich thrombi 
but with a mechanism of fibrin rupture and hence thrombus fragmentation[48]. Although 
Kaesmacher et al.[59] could not find significance in the relation between RBC and FP contents and SE, they 
found that neutrophils, identified in clots through neutrophil elastase staining, were related with SE. 
Neutrophils participate in thrombosis since the first phases of thrombus formation[60], but they also have a 
key role in the intrinsic cell dependent fibrinolysis activated in later phases[61] and hence cause thrombus 
fragmentation[62]. However, more studies focusing on neutrophils subpopulations are needed to better 
understand the role of thrombus inflammation in AIS.

Although very effective, MT is an invasive procedure that can be traumatic for the cerebral vessel wall. 
Endovascular procedure traumatism has been proved by the presence in specimens of CD34-positive 
endothelial cells[63] or banded collagen fibers with distinct boundary existing at the margin or outside of the 
thrombus[64].
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In a study on a small cohort of patients, CD34-positive cells were found in 20 out of 48 patients, but in only 
seven cases cells were organized in cluster and the analysis did not show any evidence of intimal damage, 
such as the presence of subendothelial connective tissue in thrombi[63]. Given their findings, investigators 
concluded that stent retrieving does not cause relevant intimal damage, and endothelial cells found in 
thrombi might be the hint of the physiological turnover of endothelium or of an initial organization of the 
thrombus. On the other hand, in a larger series, vessel wall components were found, with a different 
histological technique, in 16% of analyzed specimens; moreover, parts of internal elastic lamina were present 
in 12 out of 150 thrombi, suggesting an involvement of the tunica media by MT-induced vascular injury[64]. 
These contrasting results require confirmation by other studies with standardized histological analysis. 
Interestingly, the presence of vessel wall components in thrombi was associated with a higher number of 
passages, more distal location of the occlusion (specifically M2 and P2), and low content of RBCs[64], 
suggesting that more complex procedures might cause wall damage.

Analysis of thrombi in patients treated with intravenous thrombolysis
Recombinant tissue plasminogen activator (rtPA) is the synthetic form of a serine protease which catalyzes 
the conversion of plasminogen in plasmin, hence promoting clot fibrin dissolution. On this basis, 
researchers looked for changes in thrombus histology in AIS patients receiving intravenous thrombolysis 
before mechanical thrombectomy. Although some articles reported increased content in fibrin and lower 
content in RBCs in clots removed by stent retrieving after rtPA infusion[12,65,66], other studies did not show 
significant differences in terms of clot composition linked to intravenous thrombolysis[59,67,68]. Moreover, 
some researchers found changes in thrombus architecture or size following thrombolytic treatment. In 
particular, one group described the transformation of normally solid fibrin into a loose web-like state and 
named this phenomenon “thinning”. Moreover, clots were classified into 4 stages of lysis (0-3) depending 
on the extent of the observed “thinning”, and the highest stage of thinning (i.e., Stage 3) was associated with 
bridging therapy[69]. As to clot size, rtPA seems to reduce its cross-sectional area[65,70]. By using a different 
classification of fibrin age[32], changes in fibrin were also reported by Khismatullin et al.[14], with the 
prevalence of “old fibrin” in patients who received IVT.

The literature reports that not all arterial occlusions are responsive to rtPA, suggesting that some kind of 
thrombi might be resistant to IVT[71-73]. Both clinical and in vitro studies suggested that the highest fibrin 
and WBC content make clots less prone to rtPA action[53,66]. In particular, an outer shell composed of fibrin, 
platelets, VWF, and NETs would provide a protective coat against thrombolysis[74]. In thrombotic material 
from cerebral arteries, the presence of VWF correlates with the presence of fibrin, platelets, and neutrophils, 
probably enhancing their adhesion during thrombus formation[75].

IMAGING FEATURES
Given the interest of scientific community on the histopathologic composition of thrombi and their 
relationship with procedural outcome in AIS, the possibility to predict clot characteristics from pre-
interventional imaging is an utmost relevant issue.

Non-contrast computed tomography and computed tomography angiography
Non-contrast computed tomography (NCCT) is the most widely used baseline imaging for AIS in 
emergency departments, due to short times of acquisition and widespread availability. Computed 
tomography angiography (CTA) of supra-aortic and intracranial vessels is a sensitive and specific tool to 
detect LVO, and it is now a standard procedure in the diagnostic workflow of AIS. We found 12 articles 
reporting an association between clot characteristic on CT and histological composition both on retrieved 
thrombi and on clot analogs[8,16,42,76-84].
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Hyperdense middle cerebral artery sign (HMCAS) is a well-known sign of LVO in AIS on baseline NCCT. 
Its presence was proved to be related with higher content of RBCs in thrombi[8,42,76,85], while its absence is 
related to platelet-rich clots[77,78].

Investigators have been looking for more precise methods of identifying clot composition on pre-
interventional imaging. Most of studies relating NCCT and thrombus histology showed that thrombus 
attenuation, measured on NCCT in Hounsfield units, increases with RBC content and is lower in fibrin-rich 
clots[8,16,79,84]. Furthermore, a study with clot analogs found that RBCs and, to a lesser extent, iron content are 
independent predictors of thrombus attenuation and suggested that maximum attenuation from axial 
NCCT seems to be a better marker of RBC content than the widely used mean attenuation value[83]. Future 
perspectives should include the use of automated technologies for the classification of occluding material, to 
help interventionalists choose the best technique for their patients. A machine learning system able to 
predict thrombus composition was developed by Hanning et al.[80] who showed that a computer-based 
classifier, using quantitative markers from admission imaging, can distinguish fibrin-rich and RBC-rich 
clots with good rates of sensitivity and specificity.

Despite occluding large vessels, thrombi can allow varying degrees of flow passage through their structure, a 
property defined as thrombus permeability (or perviousness). The radiological marker of thrombus 
perviousness results in contrast uptake by the occluding material on CTA, and its degree can be evaluated 
through the increase of thrombus attenuation compared with NCCT images. Some authors demonstrated 
that permeable thrombi are more susceptible to rtPA lysis[86] and are related to better recanalization and 
clinical outcome[87]. Histology of permeable thrombi is still under debate. In one study on clot analogs[84] and 
in a clinical study[81], fibrin-rich thrombi showed a higher increase of attenuation after contrast uptake 
compared to RBC-rich ones, as for a higher affinity of fibrin to contrast mean. Conversely, a larger cohort 
study showed that pervious clots had higher RBC and lower fibrin and WBC density[82], a finding which 
would better explain the higher recanalization rates reported for pervious thrombi.

Magnetic resonance imaging
Although CT is the most widely used neuroimaging in emergency setting, magnetic resonance imaging 
(MRI) may be essential, especially after the extension of the therapeutic time windows for AIS[88,89]. Similar 
to HMCAS in CT, the so-called susceptibility vessel sign (SVS), defined as a hypointense signal inside the 
occluded artery with a blooming artifact on MR SWI sequences, such as gradient echo (GE) sequence, can 
detect the occluding clots in AIS patients[90]. From a histological point of view, clots showing SVS contain a 
higher proportion of RBCs, while absence of this radiological sign denotes higher fibrin content[17,76]. One in 
vitro study on ovine clot analogs created a model to predict clot RBC content on MRI: the variation of signal 
intensity ratio showed an inverse correlation with RBC proportion. The statistical model to explore a 
predictive value was applied on fluid attenuated inversion recovery sequence, because of signal saturation 
on GE and SWI[91]. The higher RBC content of thrombi showing higher attenuation on CT or SVS on MRI 
probably reflects the hemoglobin concentration in the occluding material.

Another in vitro study on frozen cross-sections of the retrieved thrombi proposed spectroscopy techniques 
to detect not only RBC and fibrin composition of thrombi, but also fibrin structure and lipid content[92]. 
These preliminary results need confirmation through clinical studies on retrieved clots.

Other neuroimaging
The mechanical properties of clots depend on their histological composition and may influence the success 
of endovascular procedures[43]. Elastography imaging on optical coherence tomography and ultrasound are 
non-invasive techniques able to define the mechanical properties of biological tissues[93,94]. One in vitro study 
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investigated whether acoustic radiation force optical coherence elastography (ARF-OCE) could detect 
thrombus histology and compared this technique with ultrasound shear wave elastography (SWE). This 
study demonstrated that both techniques were able to characterize clot composition and that ARF-OCE 
could better differentiate RBC content compared to SWE[95]. Further investigations are required to confirm 
whether elastography might help to choose the more suitable endovascular technique in clinical practice.

OTHER CLINICAL VARIABLES
Most of the studies on thrombus composition included AIS from occlusion of the anterior cerebral 
circulation, while very few data on basilar artery occlusions (BAO) are available. One study which compared 
59 clots from BAO to 122 from anterior circulation found that BAO clots were significantly richer in 
RBCs[96]. Higher content of RBCs in BAO clots might be related to a higher incidence of large artery 
atherothrombosis in these patients[7-12]. However, a higher content of RBCs in thrombi from BAO was found 
irrespective of stroke subtype, leading the authors to conclude that different flow conditions in BAO may 
contribute to the evolution of thrombus, through a higher amount of fresh apposition of RBCs than in 
anterior circulation[96].

Regarding anterior cerebral circulation, thrombi from ICA occlusion seems to be larger than the ones 
retrieved from MCA with a cut off of 3 mm[97].

Thrombus formation is a dynamic and multifactorial process[98], which could theoretically also be influenced 
by the underlying cardiovascular risk factors. Clots from diabetic patients contained a higher percentage of 
fibrin and a lower percentage of RBCs, irrespective of baseline serum glucose levels, while no difference was 
found in VWF and WBC contents[99]. This result was confirmed in the different AIS subtypes. Diabetic 
patients have less efficient mechanisms of intrinsic fibrinolysis and higher resistance to rtPA[100], which 
could explain the prevalent fibrin composition found in thrombi retrieved from this population.

One study reported a correlation between NETs content in thrombus and worse clinical outcome at 
univariate analysis, which was not confirmed at multivariable analysis, probably due to the influence of 
other variables such as recanalization rates and etiology[25].

Worse 90-day functional outcome was reported to be associated to larger clot area[33], but this result came 
from a small cohort of patients with a large portion of Tandem occlusions, which are typically bound to 
more severe strokes. Sallustio et al.[33] analyzed fibrin structure of clots and outlined a higher prevalence of 
layered thrombi in more severe stroke; nevertheless, patients with the same type of thrombi had better early 
clinical outcome and improvement after 24 h. On the contrary, Schuhmann et al.[21] found greater VWF 
content in clots from patients with higher NIHSS, without any association with clinical outcome. However, 
the correlation between VWF and stroke severity was not confirmed by Douglas et al.[44].

Finally, one study on the morphological analysis of thrombus components focused on clot contraction[14]. 
Signs of intravital clot contraction, namely higher content of deformed RBCs defined as polyhedral RBCs, 
and an increase in platelet portion and fibrin bundles were evident in patients with moderate and severe 
strokes compared with the less severe (NIHSS ≤ 10) group[14]. Conversely, thrombi from less severe cases 
contain a newly described morphological fibrin structure called fibrin sponge, characterized by a porous 
amorphous structure. Moreover, Khismatullin et al.[14] found that worse long-term outcome, measured by 
90-day modified Rankin Scale (mRS), directly correlated with the presence in thrombi of polyhedral RBCs 
and of clustered leukocytes. This last result might be consistent with presence of NETs in patients with 
worse clinical outcome[25]. An organized structure of the thrombus with alternating layers of RBCs and 
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Table 1. Summary of main finding on thrombus analysis in acute ischemic stroke according to: (A) etiology; (B) procedural variables; (C) imaging features; and (D) other clinical variables

(A) Stroke etiological subtype

Type of histological analysis on thrombi Main finding in thrombus

CE: ↓ RBC content or ↑ FP content[7-14]

CE and CS share similar thrombus composition[7,9,10]

RBC, Fibrin, and platelets content

LAA: ↑ fibrin content[16,17]

Thrombin activity CE: decreasing thrombin activity 
LAA: steady thrombin activity[19]

CE: ↑ WBC content[9,22,23]

LAA: ↑ CD3+ cells[24]

LAA: ↑ monocyte content 
CE: ↑ eosinophil content  
CS: ↑ T and B cells[25]

CE: ↑ content of NETs[25]

Inflammatory cells and markers

CE: ↑ content of DNA (marker of WBC and NETs)[29]

LAA: larger clot area[13]Macroscopic aspect and structure of thrombus

LAA: fibrillar fibrin 
CE: fibrin bundles[14]

(B) Thrombus histology and endovascular procedure

Procedural feature Main finding in thrombus

Successful recanalization: ↑ RBC content 
TICI 0-2a: ↑ Platelet content[16,42-44]

Shorter procedures and lower number of passages: ↑ RBC content 
Longer procedure and higher number of passages: ↑ FP content[8,48,49,52]

Recanalization

Longer procedure and higher number of passages: ↑ NETs content[53]

Thrombus migration: ↑ RBC content and longer thrombi[55-57]

Secondary embolism: ↑ fibrin and ↓ RBC content[8]

Secondary embolism: ↑ RBC content[48,58,59]

Procedural complications

Secondary embolism: ↑ neutrophil content[59]

Bridging therapy: ↑ fibrin and ↓ RBC content[12,65,66]

Bridging therapy: no differences in thrombus composition[59,67,68]

Bridging therapy: differences in fibrin pattern[14]

Bridging therapy: reduced area[65,70]

Intravenous thrombolysis

rtPA resistance: ↑ fibrin, WBC, NETs and VWF content[53,66,74]

(C) Imaging features
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Neuroimaging technique Main finding in thrombus

HMCAS: ↑ RBC and ↓ fibrin content[8,42,76-78,85]

Thrombus attenuation: directly correlated with RBC content and inversely correlated with fibrin content[8,16,79,83,84]

Thrombus permeability: ↑ fibrin content[81,84]

Non contrast CT and CT angiography

Thrombus permeability: ↑ RBC and ↓ fibrin and WBC content[82]

MRI Susceptibility vessel sign: ↑ RBC and ↓ fibrin content[17,76]

(D) Other clinical variables

Clinical feature Main finding on thrombus

Basilar artery occlusion: ↑ RBC content[96]Site of occlusion

Internal carotid artery occlusion: larger thrombi compared to middle cerebral artery occlusion[97]

Worse 90 days functional outcome: larger clot area[33]

Worse 90 days functional outcome: ↑ polyhedral RBC content and clustered WBC[14]

Admission NIHSS > 10: ↑ polyhedral RBC, platelets, and fibrin bundles content 
Admission NIHSS ≤ 10: fibrin sponge[14]

Stroke severity and clinical outcome

Admission NIHSS > 10: layered thrombus[33]

RBC: Red blood cell; FP: fibrin and platelet; WBC: white blood cell; CE: cardioembolic; LAA: large artery atherosclerosis; CS: cryptogenic stroke; NETs: neutrophil extracellular traps; CT: computed tomography; MRI: 
magnetic resonance imaging; HMCAS: hyperdense middle cerebral artery sign.

fibrin mixed with platelets was common in the group of patients with good clinical outcome (mRS 0-2)[14].

CONCLUSION
AIS is a complex and multifactorial disease consequent to different pathophysiological mechanisms. Analysis of thrombi retrieved after MT might give some 
hints about this complexity, but data from literature are still too heterogeneous. Nonetheless, a potential value of clot histology as a tool to both understand 
AIS pathogenesis and personalize reperfusion therapies would be suggested by literature [Table 1].

Future research should first standardize histological methodology, which should include RBC, PLT, fibrin, WBC, VWF, and NET analyses, and then correlate 
histological data with imaging findings, EVT success and complication, etiology, and comorbidities. Moreover, differences in the analyzed populations should 
always be considered, in particular taking into account gender differences for etiology and severity of stroke[101].

In fact, some researchers have already set up large biobanks collecting thrombi, blood samples, imaging, and clinical features from AIS patients[102].
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Although thrombus analysis is not yet widely used, every comprehensive stroke center performing EVT 
should collect occluding material and arrange internal cooperation plans with pathology and microbiology 
labs. This would help increase the knowledge about the possible role of thrombus histological analysis in 
clinical practice.
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